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 As I’ve mentioned before, Phil and I have been doing some wilderness drives and birding 

during this time of social distancing,  since gas is cheap and we’re alone in the car and we don’t 

have to go far to find interesting sights.  We’ve thoroughly enjoyed it, but driving to some of 

these wildlife habitat areas, even if they’re not that far, has required us to rely on two things: 

maps and our Google maps app.  Yes, we have actually spread out hard copy paper maps on the 

kitchen table and puzzled over routes.  And then we have plugged in our destination to the 

Google maps app on our cell phone and headed out.  We don’t mind getting lost-- it’s all  part of 

the adventure, and that’s a good thing, because our results have been mixed.  The paper maps 

rarely show the kind of detail we need, and Google maps has a tendency to guide us into the 

middle of nowhere and then announce, “Your destination is on the left.”  Not so much.  In fact, if 

not knowing where you are means you’re lost, we got lost quite often. The problem being that 

Google maps arbitrarily picks the geographical middle of a wildlife habitat area, which isn’t 

necessarily where the welcome center, the porta potties, or any actual birds are.  And it can take 

quite a while to figure out how to find a landmark or road sign that can assist us in getting un-

lost.  This has given us a new appreciation for navigational aids, even with their drawbacks and 

short-comings.  And admittedly, we have a huge number of navigational aids in 21st C. America.  

 It was a far different story for ancient Palestine in the 1st C, the setting for our Gospel 

lesson today.   Without the benefit of paper maps, GPS,  or smart phones, those folks also needed 

specific directions for their travel. Particularly because desert travel could be perilous; you didn’t 

want to risk getting lost, where you could fall prey to robbers or predators or extreme heat and 



thirst.  With this in mind, we may better understand the conversation that takes place between 

Thomas and Jesus in our Scripture lesson this morning, the passage from John 14.  Jesus is 

speaking in the language of theology, poetry, and metaphor; Thomas wants a map with a set of 

specific directions. Jesus is a mystic, speaking about relationships; Thomas is a pragmatist 

looking for a location with geographical coordinates. He doesn’t want to end up lost in the 

middle of nowhere. And frankly, I can see Thomas’ point of view. 

 Let’s remember a bit about Thomas as we continue, because Thomas is truly one of those 

Biblical characters to whom many of us can relate.  It was Thomas who several weeks back was 

the one disciple who missed the first post-resurrection appearance of Jesus to his disciples on the 

eve of the first Easter.  He earned the nickname “Doubting Thomas” when he refused to take the 

other’s word for what happened.  He insisted he could not possibly believe in the resurrection of 

Christ unless he himself experienced such an encounter as they all had. The following week, his 

wish is granted, he sees his Risen Lord and makes the dramatic confession, “My Lord and my 

God!”   So any of us who at times move between doubt and faith, between conviction and 

uncertainty, can claim Thomas as our patron saint.   

 And here he is, perhaps speaking for us again.  Jesus has been using beautiful and rather 

abstract words that don’t fall very helpfully on the practical ears of Thomas.  Jesus has urged his 

disciples and friends to not be troubled, but to rather believe in God.  He has declared that he is 

going before them to prepare a place for them, and that when the time comes for them to join 

him in this place, he will come and take them there himself.  Then he says “You know the way 

where I am going.”  And Thomas, head spinning from all of this heavenly talk,  pipes up, “Lord, 



we do not know where you are going!  How can we know the way?”  Once again, voicing our  

confusion and lack of clarity, our desire just to get something down on paper that we can follow 

and rely upon with certainty.   The old spiritual that Scott and Anne Lu sang for the opening of 

our worship and will again sing for the closing, includes the words: “ Oh Lord, Show me the 

way.”  Thomas could have written that song.  And so could we have, especially around now!  I 

think Thomas’ statement and question could be a part of our daily shared consciousness and 

uncertainty.  As individuals, as families, as congregations, as communities, states and nations we 

might also declare:   We don’t know where we’re going!  How can we know the way?  Right?  I 

mean, preach it, Thomas!  Rarely has the way forward seemed so unclear and unknown! Rarely 

have so many of us felt so lost in the middle of nowhere.  

 It’s so interesting for us to hear this text from John 14 today, and I say that for two 

reasons.  One reason is that I think it refreshes our take on these words of Christ to hear them on 

Mother’s Day.  Wasn’t it awesome and heart warming to see and hear Audrey Carlson read the 

lesson today?  I asked her to do so in honor of Mother’s Day, because she’s like the mother, 

grandmother and even great-grandmother of our congregation.  I have to say that seeing her so 

elegantly put together in her Sunday finery while reading in her home, just as she would have 

been dressed up for church, was somehow balm for my soul.  It was a way of observing Mother’s 

Day in this strange season.  And Audrey, like so many mothers and grandmothers, was one who 

made a place for others.  I know that I have so many happy memories of the home my Mom 

created for me and my brother as children, and I tried to be that same Mom for my children---

someone who created a space for them, who in a personal and affirming way, made a room and a 

home for them to be themselves in within this sometimes crazy world.  And that is what Jesus 



says he does for each of us….creates a personalized space for us, a genuine home for us, not only 

in this world, but in the next.  As we think of our moms with appreciation today, we can also 

recognize that God expresses that same quality, that same kind of love for us, and Jesus speaks 

about it here in this passage.  It’s easy to overlook the homemaking aspect of God, this 

welcoming and personalized space-creating that God does for us; hearing these words this 

Mother’s Day morning shines light on that for us.  

But the second reason it’s interesting for us to hear these words this morning, is that they 

involve us in time travel. These words are  part of a lengthy conversation Jesus has with his 

disciples on the night of Maundy Thursday, prior to his betrayal, arrest, and crucifixion. So, 

hearing it now is a little odd---shouldn’t this text have cropped up prior to our observance of 

Holy Week and Easter?  I mean Maundy Thursday was April 9, that’s a month and a day ago as 

of this morning.    It’s as though we’re traveling back in time, seeing again through the eyes of 

the disciples what their upcoming separation from Jesus would mean, prior to their 

understanding of the happy ending of the resurrection. And we’re seeing through the eyes of 

Jesus his very real anguish and concerns as he faces what he knows will be betrayal, arrest, 

torture and execution, all unfolding in the next 24 hours.  He knows that his disciples will be 

devastated and lost and terrified.  All of which means that Jesus speaks these words not out of his 

happy place, but out of a situation far more grim and dire than ours.  He doesn’t urge his friends 

to exchanged troubled hearts for belief because all is going so swimmingly, but precisely because 

he knows it’s all about to fall apart.  Which means that his words have credibility for anyone, no 

matter how dark their situation, and they have credibility for us.   



 How does Jesus respond to Thomas?  He provides no navigational aids, no map or 

spoken directions about the way to where he is going.  Instead, when Thomas says, “Lord, we do 

not know the way,” Jesus responds, “I am the way and the truth and the life.”   This isn’t what 

Thomas wants; he, like us, wants a specific and detailed road map of the way that lies ahead. 

But, Jesus responds to us, as He does to Thomas:  It’s not about a road map.  It’s about a 

relationship. With me. It’s not about knowing exactly where you are going; it’s about knowing 

Who you are going with, namely God.  You can’t see the way ahead, but I am the Way.  It may 

seem impossible, but God will make a way, and God is the way.  Forget trying to plot out your 

course on a map, Thomas, Jesus tells him---it’s just about knowing me.  I am the Way.  I am the 

Truth.  I am the Life.   

 These words of that Incarnate Christ in this 14th chapter of John are timeless and 

powerful.  They continue to speak to us today.  To help them do so, let’s use our faith-shaped 

imaginations for just a moment.  Let’s hear these words of Christ as they speak to me and to you.  

Take a moment to think about those things that are troubling you….and there may be many.  

What is troubling your heart these days?  Lift that up to God and hear Jesus say to you, “Do not 

let your heart be troubled.  Believe in God.  Believe also in me.”   Jesus speaks to our troubled 

hearts and offers belief as an antidote to our worries and fears.  In our life’s journey, we do have 

many troubles, but we face them differently, if we believe.   

 Take another moment, then, to think about grief and loss, particularly the grief and loss of 

separation and death.  All of us deeply miss someone who has died…a parent, a child, a friend, a 

sibling.    And all of us suffer the knowledge of our own eventual death.  In these difficult days of 



the coronavirus, we know that many die without their family around them, and it breaks our 

hearts.  Into that milieu, hear these words of Jesus: “In my Father’s house there are many 

dwelling places.  If it were not so, would I have told you that I go to prepare a place for you?  

And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come and take You to myself, so that where I am, 

you will be also.”    Jesus directly assures us of God’s personal presence in our passage from 

death to eternity, regardless of the circumstances. 

 Finally, take a moment to reflect on the ways in which you feel lost, uncertain, longing 

for a map, frantically trying to set up your gps for the way that lies ahead.  And hear Jesus say, “I 

am the way and the truth and the life.”  God makes a way.  God is the way.  And the truth. And 

the Life.  Jesus urges us to trust in God to be our way and to ease our troubled hearts through 

belief and trust in Him.  Amen.   

  

  

  

 


